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WHAT WE DO

Since 1993, the LGBT Resource Center has provided support, education, and advocacy regarding sexual orientation and gender identity to the UC Riverside campus community.

ACTIVITIES

Our campus makes connections, celebrates community, and learns from activities such as discussion groups, speakers and performers, film screenings, conferences, dances, retreats, student panels, and educational trainings.

188 activities presented
10,964+ people involved

THE RETURN OF BIG EVENTS

Inaugural Haunted Drag Runway
5th ¡Presente! Conference
Dragalicious Drag Ball XVIII
T-Camp Retreat 2022
BlaqOUT Mini Summit
Pride Prom 2022
Lambda Celebration 2022
Glow Walk for Love

CULTURAL & EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

77 events and programs
40 campus partners
9,109 people impacted

COURAGEOUS SPACES

27 Tuesday Talks
10 BlaqOUT Group Discussions
33 Trans Group Discussions
12 LGBTQ+ Staff/Faculty Hours

EDUCATIONAL TRAININGS

23 presentations & trainings
1,345 people educated

FABULOUS FEATURED SPEAKERS & PERFORMERS

Andrea Laussell
Rajiv Mohabir
Edgar Gomez
Estefania Garcia
Bamby Salcedo
DJ Sizzle Fantastic
Emi Koyama
Mayhem Miller
Mandy Carter
Doctor John Paul
Gabriel Maldonado
Amber St. James
Eric Wat
David A. Romero
Lenard Foust
Odaymar Cuesta
Rey del Westside y El Panadero
Paula Chaves Bonilla

SCHOLARSHIPS & EMERGENCY FUNDING

$7,700 awarded

FIRST IN CALIFORNIA!

The UC Riverside campus was the first to blaze trails and open minds on the west coast.

❤️ First in CA to open a professionally staffed campus LGBTQ+ resource center
❤️ First in CA to offer an LGBTQ+ studies minor
❤️ First in CA to offer gender-inclusive housing option to all
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**Tuesday Talks**

27 Tuesday Talks

10 BlaQOUT Group Discussions

33 Trans Group Discussions

12 LGBTQ+ Staff/Faculty Hours
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